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ABSTRACT: Blending two gelators with different chemistries
(12-hydroxystearic acid and a bis-urea derivative, Millithix MT-
800) was used to impart shape stability to CrodaTherm 29, a bio-
based phase change material (PCM), melting/crystallizing at near-
ambient temperature. The gelators immobilized the PCM by
forming an interpenetrating fibrillar network. 15 wt % concen-
tration of the gelators was found to be effective in preventing liquid
PCM leakage. In order to improve the mechanical properties and
thermal conductivity (TC) of the PCM, gelation of suspensions of
multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and graphene nano-
platelets (GnPs) in a molten material was done at concentrations exceeding their percolation thresholds. Compared to pristine
PCM, the gelled PCM containing 3.0 wt % of GnPs demonstrated a shorter crystallization time, ∼1.5-fold increase in strength,
improved stability, and ∼65% increase in TC. At the same time, PCM filled with up to 0.6 wt % of MWCNTs had diminished
strength and increased leakage with a slight TC improvement. Gelation of PCM did not significantly alter its thermal behavior, but it
did change its crystalline morphology. The developed shape-stable PCMs may have a wide range of applications in ambient
temperature solar-thermal installations, for example, temperature-controlled greenhouses, net zero-energy buildings, and water
heaters.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for energy efficiency and the increase in energy
consumption have prompted an interest in phase change
materials (PCMs) as a thermal energy storage system.1,2 Upon
heating, PCMs undergo melting, absorbing a large amount of
thermal energy in the form of latent heat, which can be
released during crystallization.
Organic PCMs, such as paraffins, alcohols or polyalcohols,

fatty acids, and their derivatives, are of special interest due to
their low corrosivity, congruent melting, crystallization
behavior, relatively high latent heat of phase transition, good
thermal and chemical stability, and a wide range of phase-
transition temperatures.3 Despite this, PCMs are limited in
their practical use in technical applications because they tend
to leak into the environment after undergoing solid−liquid
transition, raising demands for shape-stable PCMs (SSPCMs).
There are several strategies for imparting shape stability to

organic PCMs. Shape stabilization, for instance, can be
achieved by confining PCMs in a polymer matrix. Different
polymers, including polyethylenes4−6 and block copoly-
mers,7−10 were used for this purpose. However, in many
cases, complete prevention of the leakage could be achieved at
a rather high polymer concentration of 25−30%, thus resulting
in significant latent heat loss. Another approach is creating a
fine internal network scaffold, which immobilizes molten PCM
and prevents leakage. As an example, a palmitic acid-based
PCM can be prepared by in situ polymerization of castor oil.11

The castor oil formed a network, and a maximum palmitic acid
immobilization ratio of 70% was obtained. Within the prepared
SSPCM, immobilized palmitic acid exhibited a slightly
distorted crystalline structure compared to the pristine form.
As a result, heat of fusion and crystallization of the
immobilized palmitic acid decreased, and its contribution to
latent heat storage capacity of the SSPCM was lower than that
expected from the additivity rule: equivalent to ∼64% rather
than 70% content.
According to a recent study, a polymer matrix combined

with gelators can impart shape stability to organic PCMs.12

Gelation restricted polymer mobility, improved melt process-
ability, and controlled in situ self-assembly, resulting in a PCM
content of up to ∼78%. In another study, hydroxypropyl
cellulose was used as a gelling agent to prepare a SSPCM
comprising a binary eutectic mixture of methyl palmitate and
lauric acid as the thermal energy storing component.13 The
optimum gelator concentration that provides good shape
stability was found to be 10 wt %. Gelation of the PCM did not
cause any phase separation or incongruent melting. However,
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the melting temperature of the SSPCM slightly shifted toward
lower temperatures, and the heat of fusion was ∼13% lower
than that expected from the additivity rule. The ability of
dibenzylidene sorbitol (DBS) derivatives to gel different
organic PCMs was also demonstrated.14 This organogelator
formed a thermo-reversible fibrillar network in both polar and
non-polar molten PCMs. The polar PCMs contained thinner
gelator fibrils organized in a denser network, resulting in a
weaker leakage of the molten PCM. Complete suppression of
leakage was achieved at ∼15 wt % of DBS, and the loss in heat
of fusion and crystallization of PCM was slightly lower than the
values calculated according to the weight fraction of the
PCM.15

The use of solid micro- or nanoparticles is another popular
way to impart shape stability to PCMs.16−19 Being properly
dispersed, at the percolation threshold concentration, the
particles form a continuous network, supporting and
immobilizing molten PCMs and hampering their leakage.
The percolation threshold value is strongly dependent on the
particle size and geometry.20 It decreases with size and
increases in the order of rods < platelets < spheres. Using
carbonaceous micro- or nanoparticles with high thermal
conductivity (TC), such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, or
graphite, which have high TC, the thermal performance of
SSPCMs can be improved significantly.21,22

In our previous work,23 we reported the ability of 12-
hydroxystearic acid (HSA) and a commercially available bis-

urea derivative, Millithix MT-800 (Mil), which are well-known
gelators, for a wide range of both polar and non-polar organic
fluids,24−27 to gel a bio-based organic PCM. Blends of these
two gelators taken in different proportions were also capable of
gelling the molten PCM. Moreover, a strong synergistic effect
at a HSA/Mil ratio of 83/17 wt % was found. Particularly, the
two gelators blended in this proportion provided gels with
∼20-fold higher modulus than each gelator individually. As the
modulus value for the gels was almost frequency independent,
it could be treated as a plateau modulus, which is directly
related to the mesh size or density of the network formed in
the system.28 In fact, this means that the gel based on the
blended gelator with a HSA/Mil ratio of 83/17 wt % has the
densest network. Because the high density of a network is one
of the most important requirements for effective immobiliza-
tion of fluids, we considered this formulation as a promising
candidate for SSPCM fabrication, hence focusing the present
study on gels with a fixed HSA/Mil ratio of 83/17 wt %. By
varying the total gelator concentration at the fixed HSA/Mil
ratio, an SSPCM gel was prepared, with no evident PCM
leakage. Thermal and thermo-mechanical properties of the
SSPCM gel, as well as the effect of the blended gelator on the
crystalline structure of the PCM, were examined. In addition,
in order to improve the TC of the SSPCM, composite
SSPCMs, containing multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) or graphene nanoplatelets (GnPs), were
fabricated and characterized.

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of (a) pristine PCM and gelator, HSA and Mil, and powders; (b) HSA-, Mil-, and HSA/Mil-PCM gels. The spectra were
collected at the temperature corresponding to the completion of both gelation and PCM crystallization.

Figure 2. Concentration dependence of: (a) complex modulus after incubation at 30 °C for 35 min and (b) gel−sol transition temperature for
HSA-, Mil-, and HSA/Mil-PCM gels. The data for gels with low gelators’ concentration (up to 3 wt %) are taken from our previous publication.23
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. PCM Gels. First, specific molecular interactions
between the gelators and the PCM were examined, as these
interactions can strongly influence the phase behavior of both
gelling agents and PCM.29,30 The PCM used in this study is
known to be fatty acid-derived and indeed the Fourier-
transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum of the PCM powder
showed a high-intensity band at 1732 cm−1, corresponding to
stretching vibrations of CO in carboxyl groups (Figure 1a),
which can potentially partake in hydrogen bonding with the
carboxyl groups of HSA and/or carbonyl or amine groups of
Mil. However, both HSA and Mil spectra within the
corresponding PCM gels were identical to those of the pure
gelators. Moreover, the spectrum of HSA/Mil-PCM gel could
be represented as a combination of pure HSA, Mil, and the
PCM spectra, strongly suggesting no hydrogen bonding
between the three gel constituents. Positions of all character-
istic bands, that is, at 3000−3400 cm−1 (the region related to
hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups) and 1697
cm−1 (hydrogen-bonded carboxyl groups) for HSA31 as well as
3328 cm−1 (NH stretching vibrations), 1619 cm−1 (amide I),
and 1574 cm−1 (amide II) for bis-ureas,32 remained
unchanged, confirming the absence of specific interactions
between the gelling agents and PCM (Figure 1b).
At concentrations above a certain critical value, both

individual HSA, Mil, and HSA/Mil blend were capable of
immobilizing the liquid PCM due to continuous fibrillar
network formation. Figure 2a presents plots of complex
modulus, G*, versus concentration of the gelling agents for the
gels. The plots show a linear increase of G* with
concentrations over a wide concentration range. At the lowest
tested HSA and Mil concentration, the linearity does not hold
anymore, with G* values significantly lower than the linear
trend would suggest, implying the formation of isolated fibrillar
clusters rather than a continuous network by the gelators in
0.3% Mil-PCM and 0.75% HSA-PCM formulations. A similar
pattern is observed for the blended HSA/Mil gelator
containing gels. However, the deviation from linearity
(transition from the separated clusters to a continuous
network) starts at a higher gelator concentration and occurs
more gradually, over a wider gelator concentration range (of
∼1.5−3 wt %).
Linear segments of the concentration dependencies for

HSA- and Mil-PCM gels differ in their slopes. For Mil-PCM
gels, the slope is rather low, that is, 0.75. Similarly, a low
exponent value of 0.8 was found for gels of a DBS derivative in
several liquids with high gelator concentrations. It was ascribed
to the aggregation of individual networks forming fibrils into
bundles as the concentration increased.33 For HSA-PCM gels,
the slope was ∼1.9, which is similar to the values reported for
other existing gels,34,35 and close to the theoretical value of 2.0
derived for rigid networks formed by cross-linked rigid fibrils.36

In the concentration range, corresponding to the continuous
network existence, the slope of the dependence for HSA/Mil-
PCM gels was the same (∼1.9) as that for HSA-PCM gels.
However, the absolute G* values for HSA/Mil-PCM gels were
approximately 20-fold higher than those for HSA-PCM gels.
The difference is practically concentration independent.
Similar synergistic effects have been previously reported for
several gels with multicomponent gelators, such as co-
assembled peptides,37 a blend of long-chain alkylamides,38

self-sorted chiral phenylalanine-based hydrogelators,39 and self-
sorted derivatives of DBS.40

The concentration dependencies of the gel−sol transition
temperature, Tg−s (Figure 2b), for all three series exhibited
typical phase-transition temperature behavior.41 At each fixed
gelator concentration, absolute values of Tg−s for Mil-PCM gels
were 20−25 °C higher than those of HSA-PCM gels. At the
same time, Tg−s for HSA/Mil-PCM gels were just 2−5 °C
lower than those of HSA-PCM gels over the entire range of the
concentration tested.
Considered together, these concentration dependencies of

G* and Tg−s suggest that mainly HSA determines and is
responsible for thermal stability and mechanical properties of
HSA/Mil-PCM gels at a HSA/Mil ratio of 83/17, while the
presence of Mil provides the synergistic effect.

2.2. Shape-Stable and Composite PCMs. 2.2.1. Leakage
of Molten PCM. Proper immobilization of PCM and complete
suppression of its leakage in the surroundings following the
solid−liquid phase transition is one of the most important
requirements for SSPCMs. To characterize shape stability,
leakage of the PCM from HSA/Mil-PCM gels soaked at 42 °C
for 2 h was examined. Figure 3 presents the leakage as a

function of the gelator concentration. The lowest HSA/Mil
gelator concentration selected for testing was 3 wt %, assuming
the critical concentration of continuous gelator network
formation (or close to that). Leakage at this concentration
was unacceptably high ∼30%. The leakage progressively
decreased as the gelator concentration increased, and the
almost complete suppression of the PCM leakage was achieved
at a gelator concentration of 15 wt %. Thus, the HSA/Mil-
PCM gel with a 15 wt % gelator concentration was treated as
the SSPCM and this formulation was used for composite
SSPCM preparation.
The low TC of organic PCMs is a major drawback of these

materials. Serious efforts are being spent on improving this
property. The improvement can be achieved by incorporation
of highly thermally conductive materials in PCM formulations,
resulting in composite PCM formation. For example, various
carbonaceous particles (graphite, graphene, or carbon nano-
tubes) are widely used.42 To be effective, thermally conductive
fillers should form a network of particles being in direct contact
with each other. The critical concentration of the particles
allowing network formation (percolation threshold) depends
both on the particles’ geometry and their dispersion state.

Figure 3. Leakage of PCM soaked at 42 °C for 2 h as a function of
gelator concentration in HSA/Mil-PCM gels.
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Besides providing enhanced TC, the network of filler particles
may also contribute to the shape stability of PCM, suppressing
its leakage and serving as a supporting component of the
material. In this way, incorporation of carbonaceous fillers may
facilitate the optimization of SSPCM formulations.43

Aiming at TC improvement, two series of composite
SSPCM containing various concentrations of either MWCNTs
or GnPs and a fixed (15 wt %) HSA/Mil-blended gelator
concentration were prepared. The concentration of MWCNTs
in the composite SSPCM varied in the range of 0.2−0.6 wt %,
whereas that of GnPs was within the 0.5−3.0 wt % range. The
upper limit of the concentrations was stipulated by the
difficulties in the preparation and processing of the PCM−filler
suspensions. Above this limit, shortly after the beginning of
sonication, the liquid-like suspensions transformed into slurry-
like materials, making further treatment inefficient. Moreover,
subsequent addition, dissolution, and homogenization of the
gelators in the heated suspensions was hampered. Progressive
incorporation of the carbonaceous fillers caused the rheological
response of molten SSPCM to transform into viscoplastic
behavior, typical for composites.44 Molten composite gels with
the highest filler loadings demonstrated this behavior most
clearly; hence, they were the focus of further study. At the
highest concentrations used, 0.6 and 3.0 wt % for MWCNTs
and GnPs, respectively, the composite SSPCMs in the molten
state manifest pronounced yielding, whereas SSPCM without
fillers behaves as a low-viscosity Newtonian fluid (Figure 4).

Within the range of the studied shear stresses and rates, both
molten composite SSPCMs demonstrate similar flow behavior.
They exhibit quite high yield stress values of 0.6 and 0.65 Pa
for composite SSPCMs with MWCNTs and GnPs, respec-
tively, confirming the presence of a continuous structure
formed by the filler particles.
Despite the presence of a continuous filler particle network,

MWCNTs containing SSPCMs exhibited a PCM leakage of
1−3% for all formulations (Figure 5). Composite SSPCM
containing GnPs particles showed similar and even stronger
leakage at the lowest filler content. However, the leakage
decreased at higher GnP concentration, and almost no PCM
leakage was detected for the 3 wt % GnP composite SSPCM. It
has to be mentioned that the leakage degree was not exactly
0% for all of the samples (Table S1). Apparently, an external

surface (facets, which were in contact with the mold surface) of
the samples used for the test contained some amount of
unconstrained PCM, which leaked away after the PCM was
melted. As observed for HSA/Mil-PCM and 3 wt % GnP
composite SSPCM this portion of PCM was very low and
provided a contribution of ∼0.2%, which could be considered
negligible. However, for MWCNTs containing SSPCMs, the
leakage was significantly stronger and hence should be ascribed
to the effect of the composite structure.

2.2.2. Microscopic Study. Figure 6 shows light microscopy
images of the blended gelator HSA/Mil-PCM gel and images
of individual gelators, HSA- and Mil-PCM gels, of the same
(15 wt %) concentration. Continuous fibrillar networks are
clearly seen in all images. However, the morphology of the
networks is different. Two distinct types of network-forming
fibrils are present in the HSA-PCM gel (Figure 6a). The first
network is characterized by sparse fibrils that appear thick, very
long, and only slightly curved, indicating their rigidity.
Meanwhile, HSA fibrils are thinner and shorter, creating a
continuous dense network. Under crossed polarizers, fibrils,
especially thick ones, show birefringence, indicating their
crystalline structure (Figure 6d). Similarly, the Mil-PCM gel
shows a hierarchical distribution of fibrils (Figure 6b).
However, unlike HSA, thick Mil fibrils are much more curved
and tend to form elliptical structures, suggesting their higher
flexibility. Thin Mil fibrils are so small that they can hardly be
detected by light microscopy and are much less birefringent
than the HSA ones (Figure 6e). Two populations of network
forming fibrils differing in thickness are also seen in a blended
gelator HSA/Mil-PCM gel (Figure 6c). Compared with HSA-
and Mil-PCM gels, the HSA/Mil-PCM gel network shows a
higher proportion of thick fibrils. As a result, the network
appears to be significantly denser. The fibrils are well
entangled, quite long (though shorter than thick fibrils in the
pure HSA-PCM gel), flexible, and sometimes branched. A few
large aggregates are seen in the image. Birefringence of thick
fibrils, building the network in the gels decreases in the
following order: HSA- > HSA/Mil- > Mil- (see Figure 6d−f).
Cryo-SEM imaging was carried out to get further insights

into the microstructure of the HSA/Mil-PCM gel. It was
shown that in the molten PCM, HSA forms both helical and
double helical fibrils, while Mil fibrils are significantly thinner,
untwisted, and smooth.23 Both HSA- and Mil-type fibrils were
found to coexist in the bulk of the HSA/Mil-PCM gel.
Predominantly, they were uniformly distributed and bundled,
forming a dense network (Figure 7a,b). However, regions
containing only characteristic helical fibrils (HSA) were also
found. In these regions, the fibrils were closely packed, looking
like aggregates.

Figure 4. Flow curves of SSPCM (15 wt % HSA/Mil-PCM) and
composite SSPCMs containing either 0.6 wt % of MWCNTs or 3.0 wt
% of GnPs in the molten state (110 °C). Arrows point to the yield
stress.

Figure 5. Digital images of samples before and after leakage tests.
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Figure 6. Light microscopy images of 15 wt % (a,d) HSA-PCM, (b,e) Mil-PCM, and (c,f) HSA/Mil-PCM gels in (a−c) bright-field and (d−f)
polarized light modes. Scale bars represent 50 μm. The images were captured at a temperature exceeding the melting point of the pure PCM.

Figure 7. Cryo-SEM images of (a,b) HSA/Mil-PCM gel and the composite SSPCM containing (c,d) MWCNTs and (e,f) GnPs at (a,c,e) low and
(b,d,f) high magnifications. In (b), networks of well-dispersed HSA (solid arrows) and Mil (dash arrows) fibrils are shown. Dash rectangle in (a)
depicts an aggregate formed by HSA fibrils. In (c−f), dashed and solid arrows point to gelator fibrils and filler particles or their aggregates,
respectively. The latter (especially MWCNTs) appears brighter in a secondary electron image, given the fillers are conductive, while the PCM is an
insulator.45 Scale bars represent 2 μm in image (a), 10 μm in images (c,e), and 400 nm in images (b,d,f).

Figure 8. (a) SAXS curves of PCM, 15 wt % HSA-, Mil-, and HSA/Mil-PCM gels at 20 °C. 2D SAXS patterns: (b) PCM, (c) HSA-PCM, (d) Mil-
PCM, and (e) HSA/Mil-PCM gels and the composite SSPCM containing (f) MWCNTs and (g) GnPs.
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Both fillers, MWCNT and GnP, were dispersed within the
PCM matrix unevenly, being present as individual particles,
quite big aggregates, bundles, and stacks (Figure 7c−f). The
introduction of the particles did not introduce any new
chemical interactions between the constituents of the SSPCMs
(PCM, HSA, and Mil) as the FTIR spectrum of the original
HSA/Mil-PCM and those of composite SSPCMs are practi-
cally identical (Figure S1).
2.2.3. Crystalline Microstructure. Crystalline phase organ-

ization was studied using small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
experiments. Figure 8a shows SAXS results for pure PCM, 15
wt % HSA-, Mil-, and HSA/Mil-PCM gels at 20 °C, when the
gels are crystalline solids. A single narrow scattering peak at
0.212 Å−1, corresponding to a spacing of 3.0 nm was registered
for the neat PCM. Well-reasoned ascribing of the peak to the
fine organization of PCM molecules was impossible because
their exact chemical structure remains unclear. It is, however,
close to the (001) reflection of isopalmitic acid.46 It thus
stands to reason that this is a long-period reflection of a fatty
acid-layered crystal. This reflection appears in Figure 8b as arcs
centered on the equator, indicating the orientation direction of
the crystal’s long period, which is usually related to the
direction perpendicular to the crystalline layered structure. The
diffuse SAXS pattern from the PCM at very low angles, as seen
at the center of Figure 8b, is elliptic with the long axis along the
equator, the direction of the crystal’s long period. This
indicates that the crystal structures are highly anisotropic, most
like thin platelets, perpendicular to the equatorial direction.

Two distinctive scattering peaks at 0.134 and 0.212 Å−1,
corresponding to spacings of 4.7 and 3.0 nm, respectively, are
detected for the HSA-PCM, as shown in Figure 8c. The former
peak corresponds to the (001) Bragg reflection of the HSA
crystal.47,48 The second peak represents periodicity in the
PCM structure. Because the position of the corresponding
peaks of pure and gelled PCM remains unchanged, it follows
that the HSA network, formed during gelation, does not
significantly affect the crystalline structure of the PCM at the
nanometer scale. Both reflections appear as equatorial arcs, yet
with a wider azimuthal breadth, as well as an elliptic equatorial
diffuse SAXS pattern. This indicates that the HSA fibrils have
some measure of preferential orientation and that the HSA
crystal’s long period (001) direction is parallel to that of the
PCM. It has been reported that the HSA fibril axis in
organogels is perpendicular to the (001) axis.49 Two peaks at
exactly the same positions were also found for Mil-PCM.
Periodicity in the Mil crystalline structure at a nanometer scale
gave rise to X-ray scattering at the same angle as the scattering
from the (001) plane in the HSA crystal. Therefore, we were
unable to distinguish between the contributions of the
constituents, HSA and Mil, to the structure of blended gelator
crystalline SSPCM. However, the qualitative difference in the
effect of the gelator network on the structures formed in
solidified HSA- and Mil-PCM gels is evident. Whereas in HSA-
PCM gels both components exhibit a preferred orientation
upon the completion of both gelation and PCM crystallization,
with their long period in the same direction, the Mil-PCM

Figure 9. Typical dependences of the complex modulus vs temperature during (a) cooling and (c) heating stages; (b) evolution of the relative
complex modulus over time during incubation at 30 °C for 15 wt % HSA/Mil-PCM gel and for single-component HSA- and Mil-PCM gels of the
same effective gelator concentrations (12.5 and 2.5 wt % for HSA and Mil, respectively); and (d) complex modulus versus oscillatory stress
amplitude at 30 °C and a frequency of 1 Hz for 15 wt % HSA-, Mil-, and HSA/Mil-PCM gels.
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SAXS patterns are isotropic indicating no preferential
orientation of either Mil or PCM (Figure 8d). The origin of
the structural orientation in the PCM and HSA-PCM samples
probably lies in the preparation technique, which includes
controlled cooling of the gels and crystallization between
parallel plates of a rotational rheometer. It appears that the
HSA network does not prevent PCM-oriented crystallization;
moreover, it helps to preserve this orientation in time. In
contrast, the Mil network either impedes PCM-oriented
crystallization or facilitates its reorganization.
The presence of the fillers influenced the organization of

PCM crystallites in the composite SSPCMs. Incorporation of
the particles suppressed the preferential orientation of both
PCM and gelator fibrils detected for the SSPCM. The 2D
SAXS pattern of MWCNT containing composite SSPCMs is
similar to that of the unfilled SSPCM, and only a slight
decrease in the intensities of the arcs, reflecting the preferential
orientation of PCMs and gelator fibrils, was detected
(compared to Figure 8e,f), indicating a lower orientation
degree. In contrast, the 2D SAXS pattern of GnPs containing
composite SSPCMs demonstrates uniform diffuse rings rather
than arcs (Figure 8g), indicating no preferential orientation of
either gelator fibrils or PCM crystals.
2.2.4. Rheological Properties. Thermo-mechanical behavior

of the HSA/Mil-PCM gel was characterized using oscillatory
rheometry. Figure 9a presents typical plots of a complex
modulus as a function of temperature, recorded on cooling.
The corresponding curves for individual gelator HSA- and Mil-
PCM gels of the same effective gelator concentration (12.5 and
2.5 wt % for HSA and Mil, respectively) are also presented for
comparison. The cooling steps started at 110 °C. At this
temperature, G* of all gels is so low that no differences in their
rheological behavior can be detected. As the temperature goes
down, G* of the gels does not change until a critical
temperature, Ts−g, which is different for different gels, was
reached (see Figure 9a). A steep growth (several orders in
magnitude) of G* is observed at this critical temperature. This
effect is associated with a rapid and massive network
formation, and the slope of the rising segments reflects the
kinetics of the network building up under non-isothermal
conditions. The slope values were determined to be 9.8, 1.1,
and 6.6 for HSA-, Mil-, and HSA/Mil-PCM gels, respectively,
whereas the corresponding critical temperatures are 54.9, 61.2,
and 53.6 °C. Comparing thermo-mechanical behavior of the
gels, one can conclude that in terms of the network formation
temperature and kinetics, the HSA/Mil-PCM gel is very similar
to the HSA-PCM gel, implying its gelation starts with the HSA
network formation. Kinetics of network formation in the HSA/
Mil-PCM gel is significantly slower than that of the single-
gelator HSA-PCM gel of the same effective concentration, as
evidenced by the lower slope of the G* versus temperature
segments (6.6 vs 9.8). Also, the presence of Mil slightly
delayed gelation by HSA, as the Ts−g shifted toward low
temperatures (from 54.9 to 53.6 °C). Unlike individual gelator
gels, the rising segment of G* versus temperature plot for the
blended gelator gel demonstrates an inflection point at ∼52.3
°C (pointed by an arrow), slightly below the onset of the HSA
network formation temperature. This inflection point,
indicating a transition from fast network formation kinetics
to more slow kinetics, is most likely associated with the onset
of Mil network formation. Similar to the effect of Mil presence
on gelation by HSA, the presence of HSA decelerates and
delays Mil network formation. Particularly, the slope, reflecting

kinetics of the Mil network formation decreased from 1.1 (in
Mil-PCM) to 0.95. The onset of the Mil network formation
shifted significantly toward lower temperatures (from 61.2 °C
in Mil-PCM to 52.3 °C in HSA/Mil-PCM) because of low Mil
fraction (17 wt %) in the HSA/Mil blend. Thus, the
equilibrium network formation in the blended gelator gel is a
complex process, with each of the gelators building up their
own fibrillar structures concurrently, forming interpenetrated
networks.
The accomplishment of equilibrium network formation,

evidenced by G* stability in time at the final fixed temperature,
is a slow process. After the cooling stage, network formation
and reorganization were still ongoing, requiring an isothermal
incubation stage at 30 °C. Figure 9b shows the progress of the
network formation during the incubation step, expressed as the
evolution of a relative modulus (current complex modulus
normalized by the modulus at the beginning of the incubation
stage) over time. Blended gelator HSA/Mil-PCM and Mil-
PCM gels behaved similarly during the incubation stage. The
gradual modulus increase in time was observed for both gels,
followed by leveling off and reaching a plateau (indicated by
arrows) with the moduli 1.2−1.3 times higher than the initial
value. For the HSA/Mil-PCM gel, the process of network
completion during the incubation step was slower than that for
the Mil-PCM gel of the same effective concentration, requiring
∼25 and ∼15 min, respectively. In contrast, the HSA-PCM gel
demonstrated instability in time with a significant, ∼6-fold,
modulus drop. Evidently, the presence of the Mil network
stabilizes the HSA network, preventing rearrangements of its
structure, accompanied by the modulus decrease.
Figure 9c presents typical plots of G* as a function of

temperature, recorded on heating. At the initial stages of
heating, both HSA- and Mil-PCM gels demonstrated a
moderate modulus decrease, reflecting the temperature
sensitivity of the network and melting of “weak” fibrillar
structures, building the network. Further heating caused a
steep drop in G* which is associated with the massive melting
of the fibrils and network destruction. Unlike the individual
gelator gels, G* versus temperature plot on heating for the
HSA/Mil-PCM gel manifests a two-step drop of the modulus.
These steps could be associated with the melting of the
networks formed by each gelator.50 Considering the G* value
after completing the first drop (at ∼50 °C), the step is
associated with melting of the Mil network. Accordingly, the
second G* drop is associated with the melting of the network
formed by HSA in the presence of Mil. This network appeared
a little bit weakened and less thermostable as compared with
the network formed in the single-gelator HSA-PCM gel of the
same effective concentration, as evidenced by its slightly lower
modulus and melting temperature.
The strength of the gels was characterized by the oscillatory

stress amplitude sweep test (Figure 9d). This type of test is
very sensitive to any change in the material structure under
deformation and can distinguish the contributions of different
levels of material organization.51,52 At low-stress amplitudes,
the modulus of the gels was constant and independent of the
stress amplitude, indicating structural stability. An abrupt
modulus drop took place when a certain critical value of the
stress amplitude was exceeded. This stress amplitude is
considered the yield stress, τy, and reflects the strength of a
material’s structure. The Mil-PCM gel had a τy of 320 Pa,
which was significantly lower than that of the HSA-PCM gel
(τy = 1000 Pa). For the HSA/Mil-PCM gel, τy was determined
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to be 3800 Pa, a value that significantly exceeds those of the
HSA- and Mil-PCM gels with the same total gelator
concentration, thus confirming the synergistic effect of the
gelators’ blend. For the HSA/Mil-PCM gel, the presence of
single yield stress was detected, whereas, for systems
comprising two independent networks with different strengths,
two distinctive τy are expected. It appears that upon formation
the two networks (formed by HSA and Mil) support each
other and, being subjected to shear deformations, work as a
comprehensive unit.
The presence of the carbonaceous fillers affected the gelation

of the HSA/Mil-blended gelator gel (SSPCM), altering the
morphology (density) of the network formed by the gelator at
the mesoscopic level. Both types of particles acted as
nucleating agents, shifting the gelation onset temperature
toward a little bit higher temperature: ∼0.5° and ∼1.0 °C shift
was observed for SSPCM containing MWCNTs and GnPs,
respectively (Figure 10). The kinetics of gelation associated

with the formation of the Mil network was accelerated, and the
slope of the corresponding G* versus T segments was
increased. Similar to unfilled SSPCM, incubation at 30 °C
was necessary for the composite SSPCMs to complete
equilibrium network formation. The process, accompanied by
G* increase over time, was completed within 20−25 min,
resulting in a 1.1−1.3-fold relative modulus increase for both
composite SSPCMs. Absolute values of composite SSPCM
gels’ moduli in the solid-state only slightly exceeded that of the
unfilled SSPCM (1.2- and 1.4-fold enhancement for the
composite SSPCM containing MWCNTs and GnPs, respec-
tively). On heating, a substantial effect of the carbonaceous
fillers was observed in the temperature range of ∼50−60 °C
(see Figure 10) where the Mil-formed network is partially
destroyed and only HSA and the “strongest” Mil fibrils are still
present. In this region, G* of composite SSPCMs exceeded 4−
5 times that of the unfilled SSPCM. This result is consistent
with that reported in ref 53, where it is shown that the degree
of mechanical properties improvement induced by the
incorporation of fillers into a liquid-crystalline matrix increases
with the decrease of the matrix order. The carbonaceous fillers
slightly affected the thermal stability of the SSPCM, causing
melting temperature growth by ∼1.0° and 1.5 °C for SSPCM
filled with MWCNTs and GnPs, respectively. Only a limited
effect exerted by the fillers on the thermal and mechanical

properties of SSPCM can be ascribed to the low affinity of the
gelators to the fillers, as strong specific interactions between
the two usually lead to remarkable improvement of the
properties even at lower filler concentrations.54,55

Enhancement of gels’ strength by the introduction of fillers
is a well-known phenomenon reported for many hydro- and
organogels.56,57 The gelator and the filler form two networks
that support each other, which increases the yield stress of the
composite gel. A similar effect was observed for GnPs
containing composite SSPCM. Particularly, a ∼1.4-fold yield
stress growth was registered for the composite SSPCM
compared with that of unfilled SSPCM (5.3 vs 3.8 kPa).
Unexpectedly, the yield stress of the MWCNT containing
composite SSPCM was ∼20% lower than that of the unfilled
SSPCM, indicating the overall weakening of the structure.
Possibly, both HSA and Mil dissolved in the PCM may be
absorbed and immobilized on the surface of MWCNTs and
within their aggregates. Moreover, HSA and Mil molecules
may differ in their absorption and immobilization propensity.
Thus, at least part of the gelator molecules will not be involved
in the corresponding network building upon cooling. Besides,
the synergetic proportion of the blended gelator composition
may be violated. As a result, the yield stress, which depends on
the gelator concentration, will decrease. Though the structure
formed by MWCNTs strengthens the network built by the
gelators in the composite SSPCM, this contribution does not
compensate for the loss of the strength caused by the alteration
of the network formed by the gelators. The same reasons may
explain the excess leakage observed in the composite gel.

2.2.5. Melting Crystallization Behavior. Differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were carried out to
examine the melting crystallization behavior of the neat, shape-
stable, and composite PCMs. Figure 11a,b shows thermograms
of the neat PCM and SSPCM on cooling and the second
heating. The cooling thermograms show strong exothermal
effects associated with the crystallization of the PCM (see
Figure 11a). The crystallization peak of the neat PCM is
characterized by onset temperature Tc onset = 24.8 °C and end
temperature Tc end = 20.9 °C, with a peak Tc = 24.8 °C. The
latent heat of crystallization, ΔHc, was 204.1 J/g. Massive heat
release during neat PCM crystallization impeded proper
recording of the exothermal peak, causing the sample
temperature rise and the appearance of a “hook” on the
crystallization peak. The second heating thermograms show
endothermal peaks associated with the melting of the PCM
(see Figure 11b). The melting peak of the neat PCM is
characterized by onset temperature Tm onset = 26.3 °C and end
temperature Tm end = 30.6 °C, with a peak, Tm, at 28.4 °C. The
heat of fusion, ΔHm, was 203.7 J/g, quite close to the
corresponding heat released during PCM crystallization.
Gelation of the PCM did not significantly affect its

crystallization (Table S2) and only slightly, by 1.2 °C, delayed
the onset of the process. The heat released during the gelled
PCM crystallization was 174.8 J/g, close to the value of 173.5
J/g calculated according to the PCM weight fraction in the
SSPCM. The effect of gelation on the PCM melting was also
insignificant. The heat of melting was 173.8 J/g, again in good
agreement with the calculated value. The observed closeness
between the measured values of the melting crystallization
latent heats and those calculated according to the additivity
rule was previously reported for polar organic PCMs gelled by
a DBS derivative14 and indicated that the gelled PCM is able to
preserve its crystalline structure mainly intact. As compared

Figure 10. Typical dependences of the complex modulus vs
temperature during cooling and heating stages for the SSPCM
(HSA/Mil-PCM gel) and composite SSPCMs.
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with neat PCM, an insignificant (0.9 °C) shift of SSPCM
melting peak toward low temperatures is observed, indicating
the PCM crystallites’ size reduction. On crystallization, neat
PCM formed layered structures with a layer thickness of
several microns (Figure 11c). These layers possibly have a
hierarchical structure, being composed of still thinner layers.
Crystallized SSPCM also has a layered structure (Figure 11d).
Comparative analysis of the polarized light microscopy (PLM)
images reveals the structure building layers in SSPCM being
much thinner than those in the neat PCM, well oriented and
parallel to each other (see Figure 11d). The presence of a
dense continuous network in the SSPCM likely introduces

constraints during PCM crystallization, providing a preferential
direction for growing PCM crystallites and limiting their size.
The growing crystallites interact with the fibrillar network
formed by the gelator, partially aligning with the fibrils,
rejecting and partially fracturing them, separating fragments of
the network, and creating gelator-enriched domains. These
domains prevent the merging of thin layers into thicker ones,
as likely occurring in pure PCM. As a result, the structure
observed in the SSPCM consists of thin PCM layers separated
by rejected gelator fibrils concentrated on their surface (inset
in Figure 11d).

Figure 11. DSC thermograms of neat PCM and SSPCM obtained on (a) cooling and (b) second heating. Heating and cooling rates are 3 °C/min.
Typical PLM images of the crystalline structure of (c) neat PCM and (d) SSPCM (scale bars represent 50 μm). Insets show cryo-SEM images of
the layered structure (scale bars are 1 μm).

Figure 12. (a) FTIR spectra and (b) DSC thermograms obtained on cooling and heating for HSA/Mil-PCM after 1 and 100 heating−cooling
cycles.
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Incorporation of the fillers into the SSPCM did not
significantly affect the melting crystallization behavior of the
PCM as tested by DSC (Figure S2 and Table S2). The melting
temperature and the heat of melting in the composite SSPCMs
remained almost unchanged. The crystallization onset shifted
slightly to higher temperatures due to the nucleation effect of
the fillers,58 and the heat released during PCM crystallization
decreased by less than 1%.
2.2.6. Stability at Thermal Cycling. The long-term stability

of the crystalline structure and chemical composition of PCMs
subjected to multiple melting crystallization transitions is an
important aspect because it determines their thermal perform-
ance stability and, hence, the reliability and functional lifespan.
Thermal cycling by applying successive heating−cooling steps
is widely used for evaluating the thermal reliability of PCMs.
For evaluating the thermal cycling stability of the SSPCM, the
DSC procedure, including consecutive steps of heating a
sample up to 42 °C followed by its cooling down to 10 °C at a
heating/cooling rate of 5 °C/min, was constructed and
repeated 100 times. To guarantee the completion of the
phase transition, the temperature ramp steps were separated by
thermal equilibration of the sample for 2 min at the final
temperature of each step. To characterize the stability of the
SSPCM chemical structure, FTIR spectra were recorded for a
sample after a single cycle (referred here as before cycling) and
for a sample after 100 thermal cycles (Figure 12a). The
corresponding DSC thermograms of the first and 100th
thermal cycles are shown in Figure 12b. SSPCM gel FTIR
spectra before and after thermal cycling are practically
identical, and all characteristic bands are present. Because no
new bands are observed, it is suggested that no changes took
place in the chemical composition of the SSPCM subjected to
the thermal treatment. The corresponding DSC thermograms
of the original and thermally cycled samples also do not differ
significantly. Usually, thermal properties of organic PCMs,
subjected to thermal cycling remain unchanged, and up to 5%
heat of fusion/crystallization decrease is considered accept-
able.59−63 In the case of HSA/Mil-PCM, only minor variations
(0.2−0.3 °C) of phase transition peak temperatures were
observed, whereas no heat of fusion/crystallization decrease
was found. It should be mentioned that while the shapes of the
crystallization peaks before and after cycling were similar, the
corresponding melting peaks progressively narrowed with
cycles, reflecting narrowing of the crystallites’ size distribution.
2.2.7. Thermal Performance. The capability of the SSPCM

and composite SSPCMs to store and release thermal energy

during the phase transitions was examined by a simplified T-
history test. Figure 13 presents the evolution of temperature
inside the materials’ bulk overheating and cooling. Each curve
can be divided into three regions. At the first stage of solid
material heating, a rapid linear rise of temperature is observed
(Figure 13a). Increasing the temperature indicates storing of
the sensible heat by the samples. The slope of the temperature
versus time segment at this stage reflects the rate of sensible
heat accumulation and is mostly determined by the TC of the
samples and their heat capacity. The slopes of the curves for
neat PCM, SSPCM, and composite SSPCM containing
MWCNTs differ insignificantly (∼1.5% variation), suggesting
no substantial change in either TC or heat capacity. In
contrast, significantly higher, compared to the neat PCM, the
slope of this segment was determined for the composite
SSPCM containing 3.0 wt % of GnPs, indicating improvement
of the TC. Assuming no significant difference in heat capacities
of the tested samples, the observed variations of their behavior
in the T-history tests are interpreted in terms of the TC and
overall heat transfer. Following this assumption, comparison of
the slopes gave ∼35% enhancement in TC for the composite
SSPCM containing 3.0 wt % of GnPs. Note, that this results
should be considered as an estimation.
Further heating causes the temperature−time curves to level

off, reflecting the onset of melting transition. During melting,
the PCM absorbs large amounts of thermal energy in the form
of latent heat and the temperature remains almost constant
until the phase transition process is completed. At this stage,
the contribution of natural convection to the heat transfer
increases with the increase of the fraction of liquid PCM. On
the other hand, the extent of natural convection decreases with
the decrease in the mobility of units involved in the process. In
other words, the efficiency of the convection strongly
deteriorates when molten PCM is immobilized by the gelator
network and/or by filler particles, and the overall viscosity of
the system is very high. For this reason, in the case of SSPCM
gel, the plateau corresponding to PCM melting was extended
in time ∼1.7-fold as compared with that of neat PCM. For
composite SSPCMs, the plateau is shortened because of
increased TC. Especially prominent shortening is observed in
the case of composite SSPCM containing GnPs. Melting
temperatures for all of the materials lie in the range of 26.9−
28.3 °C, in good agreement with the values determined by
DSC.
On completion of the melting transition, after PCM entirely

transformed into low viscosity fluid, the contribution of natural

Figure 13. Evolution of temperature over time during (a) second heating and (b) cooling of PCM, SSPCM, and composite SSPCMs.
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convection to the total heat transfer is maximal, and the slope
of the curve for neat PCM again increased sharply. Because
SSPCMs are highly viscous systems, natural convection is not
so efficient, and the temperature inside the samples during the
third heating stage rises slower (slope of the third segment is
lower) than in the case of neat PCMs.
Similar trends in the temperature versus time dependencies,

but in reverse order, are observed during the cooling of the
samples (Figure 13b). A rapid temperature decrease takes
place at the first stage of cooling molten samples. The slope of
the first cooling segment for the neat PCM is the highest
caused by its lowest viscosity. The corresponding slopes for
SSPCMs are significantly lower and differ from each other in
accordance with the TC of the molten materials.
The temperature decrease continues until crystallization

onset. Crystallization of neat PCM was initiated at 26.6 °C.
Then, a minor temperature rise to 27.2 °C is observed,
followed by a constant temperature plateau. In other words,
crystallization begins only after the temperature decreases
below the phase transition temperature. This means that neat
PCM demonstrates crystallization with supercooling, caused by
the low nucleating rate,64 and the degree of supercooling is 0.6
°C. SSPCM and both composite SSPCMs demonstrate similar
behavior with slightly lower supercooling (0.2−0.3 °C),
implying that gelation and incorporation of the carbonaceous
fillers accelerate nucleation of the PCM. During crystallization,
the temperature remains almost constant, reflecting the release
of the phase transition latent heat. The crystallization
temperature was practically the same, 26.6−26.7 °C, for
SSPCM and both composite SSPCMs. It should be mentioned
that the melting and crystallization temperatures for the neat
PCM nearly coincided, while the latter for SSPCMs was ∼1 °C
lower than their melting points, suggesting the slowing of the
PCM crystal growth rate in the SSPCMs.64 The duration of the
PCM crystallization process is estimated as the length of the
plateau segment on the temperature−time curves and is varied
for different materials. The shortest crystallization duration of
composite SSPCMs containing GnPs is possibly associated
with its highest solid-state TC, allowing effective heat exchange
between the still molten PCM in the interior part of the
container and a cold water bath surrounding the solid PCM
layer formed next to container walls. The lowest solid-state
conductivity of neat PCM results in the longest crystallization
duration. The experimentally observed reduced melting/
crystallization time of composite SSPCM containing GnPs
implies its ability to store/release heat more rapidly in practical
energy storage applications.
2.2.8. Thermal Conductivity. The TC measurements for

pure PCM, SSPCM, and composite SSPCMs were conducted,
and the results of the measurements are summarized in Table
1. TC value of the pure PCM was determined to be 0.276 W/
(m•K), which belongs in the range of 0.15−0.3 W/(m•K)
reported for many organic PCMs.65 Gelation of PCM caused
an 18.4% TC increase that could be ascribed to the formation

of a percolated crystalline fibrillar structure by the gelators.
Incorporation of MWCNTs did not affect the TC of the
SSPCM and only light, ∼1.0%, enhancement of TC is
registered. This finding for composite SSPCM containing
MWCNTs is surprising because the concentration used (0.6 wt
%) is definitely above the percolation threshold (see Figure 4).
Possibly, the dispersion of the carbon nanotubes was not good
enough to realize the potential of the filler in TC enhancement,
as many authors reported the enhancement of TC for 1 wt %
CNT composite PCMs, which varied within a wide range ∼6−
170%.22,60,66−68 Oppositely, a significant rise of TC was
observed for SSPCM containing 3.0 wt % GnPs; the TC value
was equal to 0.454 W/(m•K), which is ∼40% higher than the
value obtained for unfilled SSPCM. Thus, the overall effect of
TC enhancement caused by both gelation and incorporation of
graphene nanoparticles reached 64.5%. Similarly, an increase of
TC for PCMs filled with 3 wt % of GnPs is reported to vary in
a range of ∼30−300% due to the differences in the dispersion
state of GnP particles and their size.13,22,60,69 Note, that the
estimation of TC improvement based on the results of T-
history tests gave underestimated values when compared with
those obtained by direct TC measurements.

2.2.9. Thermal Stability. The thermal stability of the
materials under consideration was examined by thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA). Figure 14 shows the materials weight

loss during heating. Thermal degradation of the neat PCM
occurs in one step within the temperature range of 230−380
°C. The characteristic temperature corresponding to 10%
weight loss, T10, is 305 °C. Unfilled SSPCM loses 10% of its
weight at a lower temperature, T10 = 287 °C, with the highest
weight loss rate (peak in weight loss derivative plot) at 365 °C,
quite close to the value reported at 355 °C for the pure HSA.70

For both composite SSPCMs, T10 lies in between the
corresponding values for neat PCM and unfilled SSPCM.
The thermal degradation onset temperature is significantly

Table 1. TC of PCM, SSPCM, and Composite SSPCMs

TC enhancement, %

sample TC, W/(m•K) related to PCM related to HSA/Mil-PCM

PCM 0.276 ± 0.010 0
HSA/Mil-PCM 0.327 ± 0.002 18.4 0
HSA/Mil-PCM + MWCNTs 0.330 ± 0.007 19.6 0.9
HSA/Mil-PCM + GnPs 0.454 ± 0.042 64.5 38.8

Figure 14. TGA curves of PCM, SSPCM, and composite SSPCMs.
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higher than the working temperature, so the thermal stability
of all the materials is adequate for potential applications.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Two organogelators of different chemistries, that is, a
derivative of fatty acid (HSA) and a derivative of bis-urea
(Mil), and their blend with a HSA/Mil synergetic ratio of 83/
17, were shown to be capable of gelling an ambient
temperature, bio-based (fatty acid-derived) PCM. Gelation of
the PCM has not significantly affected its melting crystal-
lization behavior. However, the presence of the gel network
affected the crystalline morphology of the PCM. The gelled
PCM showed stacked structures composed of alternating PCM
layers separated by layers formed by gelator fibrils. The HSA/
Mil gelator at a concentration of 15 wt % eliminates leakage of
the liquid PCM. The 15 wt % HSA/Mil-PCM gel
demonstrated 18.4% TC enhancement together with the
stability of the chemical composition, crystalline structure, and
thermal performance during multiple thermal cycles. Testing
the further possibility of TC improvement, MWCNTs and
graphene platelets were incorporated in the gel at concen-
trations exceeding the corresponding percolation thresholds.
The presence of the carbonaceous fillers has not altered the
melting crystallization behavior of the gelled PCM. Incorpo-
ration of the nanotubes has not resulted in TC enhancement of
the SSPCM gel. Moreover, strength reduction and excessive
PCM leakage were observed. On the other hand, graphene
addition caused a ∼40% TC increase along with ∼1.5-fold
strength growth. No excessive PCM leakage was detected in
the graphene containing composite SSPCM. The presence of
the graphene platelets caused a significant acceleration of phase
transitions in the composite SSPCM, as detected by the T-
history test and an overall ∼65% TC increase. The ability of
more rapid thermal energy storing/releasing processes,
resulting from the accelerated phase transitions, makes the
graphene-containing composite SSPCM attractive for practical
ambient temperature thermal energy storage applications like
solar-thermal installations, temperature-controlled greenhouse,
and water heating systems.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1. Materials. The bio-based CrodaTherm 29-SO-(GD)
PCM, a proprietary organic phase change material derived
from plant-based feedstocks, was purchased from Croda
International (UK). According to the data provided by the
manufacturer, it is a fatty acid-derived material.
Gelling agent 12-hydroxystearic acid (HSA) was purchased

from Sigma Aldrich (Rehovot, Israel). Gelling agent Millithix
MT-800 (Mil) is a proprietary bis-urea derivative, bis-(C12−14
alkyl propyleneglycol-4)hexamethylenediurea was kindly pro-
vided by Milliken Chemical (USA).
GnPs (H-15 grade, XG-Sciences Inc., USA), used in this

study, are characterized by mean lateral dimensions of 20 ± 5
μm, an aspect ratio of 560 ± 300, and a low defect density of
0.07.71 MWCNTs, according to the information provided by
the manufacturer (INP, Toulouse, France), have a diameter of
10−20 nm, a length of ≥10 μm, and a specific area of 700−
1000 m2/g. MWCNT powder contains 95 vol % of nanotubes.

4.2. Preparation of Gels. The gels were prepared by melt
blending the PCM with an appropriate amount of gelling
agents at ∼95 °C (boiling water bath) for 20 min using a
magnetic stirrer, followed by cooling at ambient conditions
(20−22 °C). The concentration of the gelling agents varied
within the range of 3−15 wt %. The gels containing the HSA
and Mil blend at a fixed HSA/Mil ratio of 83/17 wt % were
prepared in the same way. In this case, powders of the
individual gelators were first premixed, and then dissolved in
the molten PCM. The blended gelator concentration range
was 1.0−15 wt %. For composite gel preparation, the
corresponding amount of the filler, either GnPs or MWCNTs,
was added to the molten PCM at 40−45 °C, stirred for several
hours using a magnetic stirrer, and then additionally
homogenized in a Delta D-80 sonication bath (80 W, 43
kHz) at 40 °C for 5 h. After that, gels were prepared following
the same protocol as described for the gels without fillers. The
concentration of the fillers in the composite gels varied
between 0.2−0.6 wt % and 0.5−3.0 wt % for MWCNTs and
GnPs, respectively. Figure 15 illustrates a step-by-step
preparation of the blended gelator, HSA/Mil, and composite
gels.

Figure 15. Step-by-step preparation of (upper row) HSA/Mil-PCM and (bottom row) composite PCM gels. For the latter, cooling step I is
skipped.
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4.3. Methods of Characterization. A Nicolet 380
(Thermo Scientific, USA) FTIR spectrometer was used to
obtain information about the chemical structure of materials.
The spectrum was collected in the range of 600−4000 cm−1,
with 0.5 cm−1 resolution.
A Discovery DHR-2 rotational rheometer (TA Instruments,

USA) was used to study the rheological properties of the gels
under the oscillatory shear deformation mode. Parallel plate
geometry with a diameter of 40 mm and a gap of 0.4 mm was
applied. The plates with rough, sandblasted surfaces were used
to prevent slipping. In order to characterize thermo-mechanical
properties of the gels, the procedure, consisting of several
steps, was developed. First, the sample was heated to 110 °C, a
temperature well above the gel−sol transition temperature, and
then extensively sheared to remove the influence of thermal
prehistory. Then, the solution was cooled to 30 °C at a cooling
rate of 3 °C/min, then incubated at this temperature for 35
min, and heated again to 110 °C at the same heating rate of 3
°C/min. Changes in storage and loss moduli with the
temperature were recorded. Under the selected experimental
conditions, all the tested materials showed linear viscoelastic
behavior over the entire temperature range. The measurements
were done in triplicate and mean values of the complex
dynamic modulus and phase transition temperatures were
determined. The viscosity of the molten gels and suspensions
containing MWCNTs or GnPs was measured under steady-
state shear deformation in a control rate mode using the
parallel plate geometry with a diameter of 40 mm and a
smooth untreated surface.
The PCM leakage was measured by the filter sheet-sandwich

method.6 Cylindrical samples with a diameter of 25 mm and a
height of ∼12 mm (the weight of the samples was ∼4 g) were
placed onto a sandwich of filter sheets and incubated at 42 °C
for 2 h. The filter sheets were weighed before and after the
incubation stages. The leakage of the PCM was calculated as

=
‐
·

·
M M

W c
leakage

( )
100%2 1

where M1 and M2 are the weights of the filter sheets before and
after the incubation stage, respectively; W is the weight of the
sample; and c is the concentration of the PCM in the sample.
For the formulation with the highest (15 wt %) concentration
of the HSA/Mil gelator and for composite gels with the highest
filler content (0.6% of MWCNTs and 3.0% of GnPs), the
measurements were done in triplicate and the mean values are
presented.
An Olympus BX51-P light microscope was used to

characterize the morphology of the prepared gels. Gel
anisotropy was examined using PLM. A small piece of the
gels was placed between two glass plates, heated to 110 °C to
melt the structure, and then cooled to 30 °C at a constant rate
of 3 °C/min. The edges of the glass plates were sealed with
silicone grease to prevent molten PCM leakage and
evaporation.
A Zeiss Ultra Plus high-resolution scanning electron

microscope equipped with a Schottky field-emission gun and
with a BalTec VCT100 cold stage, maintained at a temperature
below −145 °C, was used for the nanostructural morphological
characterization of the gels by cryogenic scanning electron
microscopy (cryo-SEM) imaging. Specimens were imaged at a
low acceleration voltage (1.2−1.4 kV) and working distances
of 3−5 mm. Everhart Thornley (“SE2”) and the in-the-column
(“inLens”) secondary electron detectors were used. The

structures emerged and were exposed during the examination,
most probably due to the gentle local matrix selective
sublimation caused by the electron beam scanning over the
sample surface. The specimens were prepared by mounting a
piece of the gel on a dedicated stab, which was then immersed
in liquid nitrogen. The frozen specimen was then screwed onto
a specialized liquid nitrogen-cooled sample table and trans-
ferred via a high vacuum cryo-transfer shuttle (VCT100; Bal-
Tec) to a freeze-fracture system (BAF060; Leica), where it was
maintained at −170 °C. The frozen samples were fractured by
the rapid impact of a cooled knife, exposing their brittle
fractured surface. The fractured samples were then transferred
to a pre-cooled high-resolution scanning electron microscope.
Imaging was performed as close as possible to the fractured
surface, where the cooling rate is expected to be maximal.
The microstructure of the pure PCM and the gels was

characterized by SAXS, using a small-angle diffractometer
(Molecular Metrology SAXS system, JJ X-ray A/S, Hørsholm,
Denmark), with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.1542 nm), and a
generator powered at 45 kV and 0.9 mA. A DHR-2 rheometer
was used for sample preparation. The samples were prepared
according to the same protocol and was used for the
rheological characterization of the gels, including melting,
shearing, cooling, and incubation stages. Finally, the formed
gels were cooled to 20 °C at a cooling rate of 3 °C/min. X-ray
measurements were taken at 20 °C, under vacuum.
A Discovery DSC-2500 differential scanning calorimeter

(TA Instruments, USA) was used to characterize the thermal
behavior of the gels. The tests were conducted at a constant
heating or cooling rate of 3 °C/min. TRIOS software was used
to analyze the data. The phase transition temperatures and the
corresponding heat of fusion/crystallization were determined
as the temperature at the peak position of the normalized heat
flow versus the temperature curve and the integrated area of
the peak and the interpolated baseline between the beginning
and end of the phase transition, respectively. The DSC
experiments were repeated for some of the samples; it was
found that peak positions and heat of fusion/crystallization
were reproducible with the standard deviations of ±0.2 °C and
±1.1 J/g, respectively, values which could be considered as
negligible.
A simplified T-history test72 was carried out to characterize

the thermal energy storage performance of the materials.
Briefly, a container with a sample (∼5 g) and a thermocouple
(K-type) sealed in the middle of its bulk was immersed in a
cold water bath. After ∼20 min of soaking, when the
temperature stabilized at 17.5 °C, the container was quickly
transferred to a high-temperature water bath preheated at 42
°C. After equilibration at this temperature, the container was
transferred back to the cold water bath. Temperature evolution
inside the bulk during the heating−cooling−heating processes
was recorded by a data sampler (Pico TC-08). The melting/
crystallization temperatures were determined as the temper-
atures at the curve portions where the temperature was
constant over time. The time, corresponding to the beginning
and end of phase transitions, was determined using onset point
and endset point procedures, respectively.
TC was measured by a thermal constant analyzer (Hot Disk

TPS 2500S, Sweden) based on a transient plane sourcean
electrically conducting double-spiral shaped nickel foil
sandwiched between two thin sheets of an insulating material
(Kapton). When performing a TC measurement, a plane hot
disk sensor (2.001 mm Kapton sensor 7577) was placed
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between two disc-like samples with a diameter of 25 mm and
4−6 mm in thickness. During heating, the sensor measured the
temperature increase inside the sample over time. Measure-
ment time and power output of the sensor was varied from
sample to sample. By controlling the probing depth (i.e., the
distance between the sensor and the sample boundaries) and
the total to characteristic (TTC) parameter (i.e., the relation
between diffusivity, measurement time, and radius of the
sensor), we optimize the measurement condition and prevent
convection or radiation from the sample boundaries. The time-
dependent change in the temperature was used to calculate the
TC of the materials. The measurements were repeated three
times for each sample.
TGA (TGA/DSC-3+, Mettler Toledo, Switzerland) was

carried out to determine the decomposition temperature. The
tests were conducted in the temperature range of 25−550 °C
at a heating rate of 20 °C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere.
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